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Description

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to suppression of the discharge of HC from an internal combustion engine of a vehicle to the atmosphere.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] In order to prevent the atmosphere from being polluted by NOx, HC, and CO contained in exhaust gas in an internal combustion engine (hereinafter referred to as engine), present-day vehicles are normally provided with a catalytic converter including a catalyst such as a three-way catalyst having the functions of causing noxious components such as NOx, HC, and CO to react with one another and converting them into harmless components such as N₂, CO₂, and H₂O. Also, an HC adsorbent for temporarily adsorbing and holding a great amount of HC, which is generated especially during cold start of the engine, until the catalyst is warmed up and activated is disposed in an exhaust system upstream of the catalytic converter. The HC adsorbent, which is disposed upstream of the catalytic converter including the three-way catalyst, is either accommodated in a container different from a container for the catalytic converter or accommodated in the container for the catalytic converter while constituting a stratified structure together with the three-way catalyst.

[0003] The exhaust system of the engine is provided with the HC adsorbent and the catalytic converter that causes HC, CO, and NOx to react with one another and that converts them into harmless components such as N₂, CO₂, and H₂O. The HC adsorbent temporarily adsorbs and captures a great amount of HC that is generated during cold start of the engine until the catalytic converter is warmed up and activated by exhaust gas in the engine. As soon as the catalytic converter is warmed up and activated, the catalyst thus activated becomes capable of purifying the HC discharged from the HC adsorbent, which is also warmed up by exhaust gas in the engine in the meantime while losing its HC-adsorbing ability. Such a convenient HC-discharge preventing mechanism is obtained in this manner. However, such a combination of the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst occasionally leads to the possibility that the HC adsorbent might reach a temperature at which HC is discharged before the HC oxidation catalyst reaches its activation temperature and that HC might be discharged to the atmosphere in between times.

[0004] Such a problem constitutes a serious threat especially to an economy-running vehicle equipped with an engine that is stopped temporarily if the vehicle is stopped temporarily because of a red light or traffic jam or to a hybrid vehicle that is suitably driven by either an engine or an electric motor depending on the operational state of the vehicle.

This is because of the fact that the engine is often stopped temporarily, that the HC adsorbent and the catalytic converter cool off in the meantime, and that cold start of the engine may be repeated many times.

[0005] Document DE 195 33 016 A1 describes an economy running vehicle which can be stopped temporarily in order to save fuel and to reduce the exhaust emissions, thereby the document discloses the features of the preambles of the patent claims 1 and 9.

[0006] EP 0 602 963 discloses an exhaust gas purification apparatus in which a HC purification ability of the apparatus is improved by making an air-fuel ratio of an exhaust system lean, according to a temperature of an adsorbent and a catalyst after the cold start of an internal combustion engine.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The invention has been made as a solution to the above described problem. It is an object of the invention to reliably suppress the discharge of HC to the atmosphere during cold start of an engine and to thereby improve the properties of exhaust gas in a vehicle whose engine is repeatedly started with great frequency, such as an eco-run vehicle or a hybrid vehicle.

[0008] One aspect of the invention provides an HC-discharge suppressing device and an operational method of suppressing the discharge of HC in a vehicle equipped with an engine that has an exhaust system including an HC adsorbent and an HC oxidation catalyst and that is stopped temporarily upon fulfillment of a predetermined condition for operating the vehicle. According to the device and the method, a running and/or stop modus of the engine is selected after cold start thereof in accordance with a temperature of the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst, in such a manner as to minimize the amount of HC discharged from the exhaust system to the atmosphere.

[0009] As the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst such as a three-way catalyst are heated up, the HC-holding performance of the former and the HC-purifying performance of the latter change as shown in Fig. 1. Referring to Fig. 1, the axis of ordinate represents the HC-holding performance and the HC-purifying performance. The axis of abscissa intrinsically represents temperatures of the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst. However, since the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst are heated by exhaust gas in the engine and gradually rise in temperature with the lapse of time during cold start of the engine, the temperatures of the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst correspond to the elapsed time after cold start of the engine. Thus, if the operation of the engine after cold start thereof is controlled such that the rise of temperatures of the HC adsorbent and the HC oxidation catalyst, which are heated up by exhaust gas in the engine, minimizes the amount of HC discharged to the atmosphere during a period in which exhaust gas in the engine has heated
up the HC adsorbent sufficiently but not the HC oxidation catalyst, the area in which a curve indicating the HC-holding performance of the HC adsorbent and a curve indicating the HC-purifying performance of the HC oxidation catalyst overlap with each other is basically increased to a maximum possible extent. This is achieved by controlling the load, air-fuel ratio, ignition timing, and the like such that they best suit the design of each engine, while the engine is being warmed up after cold start thereof. If the discharge of HC during cold start of the engine is thus suppressed to a minimum possible extent, the degree of discharge of HC improves significantly in a vehicle equipped with an engine that is repeatedly stopped temporarily in the course of traveling and that may be restarted at a low temperature after temporary stoppage thereof depending on the degree of warm-up or the period of temporary stoppage, that is, in a vehicle such as an economy-running vehicle or a hybrid vehicle.

[0010] According to still another aspect of the invention, the device and method as described above may be designed such that if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached a predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not started. Furthermore, in order to minimize the amount of HC that is discharged during a period in which the HC adsorbent has been heated up sufficiently but the HC oxidation catalyst has not, it is preferable that the area of intersection of both the curves be passed as quickly as possible and that the area not be passed again. For this purpose, it is advantageous to perform control as described above. That is, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached a predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not started. Further, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has temporarily risen to become equal to or higher than the predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged, the engine is not stopped until the temperature of the HC adsorbent reaches a predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not stopped.

[0011] According to still another aspect of the invention, the device and method as described above may be designed such that if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has temporarily risen to become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged, the engine is not stopped until the temperature of the HC adsorbent reaches a predetermined temperature at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently.

[0012] According to still another aspect of the invention, the device and method as described above may be designed such that if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has reached a first predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, and if, after stoppage of the engine, the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is started. It is appropriate herein that the second predetermined temperature be lower than the first predetermined temperature.

[0013] According to still another aspect of the invention, the device and method as described above may be designed such that even if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not started as long as the HC adsorbent is estimated to have sufficiently discharged the HC that was adsorbed at the outset. Furthermore, in order to minimize the amount of HC that is discharged during a period in which the HC adsorbent has been heated up sufficiently but the HC oxidation catalyst has not, it is preferable that the area of intersection of both the curves be passed as quickly as possible and that the area not be passed again. For this purpose, it is advantageous to perform control as described above. That is, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached a predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not started.

[0014] Furthermore, in order to minimize the amount of HC that is discharged during a period in which the HC adsorbent has been heated up sufficiently but the HC oxidation catalyst has not, it is preferable that the area of intersection of both the curves be passed as quickly as possible and that the area not be passed again. For this purpose, it is advantageous to perform control as described above. That is, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached a predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the engine is not started.

[0015] According to still another aspect of the invention, in any of the aforementioned cases, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent is within a temperature range in which HC is adsorbed, the operation of the engine may be controlled such that the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing therethrough comes into a range corresponding to an HC-adsorbing capacity of the HC adsorbent.

[0016] According to still another aspect of the invention, in any of the aforementioned cases, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached the predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the operation of the engine may be performed in a low-load steady state in which the amount of discharged HC is small. In the case of a hybrid vehicle that is driven by an electric motor as well as an engine, such control of the engine can be performed in much more varieties.

[0017] If the vehicle is a hybrid vehicle that can be controlled such that a driving force required of the vehicle is distributed to an engine and a motor after cold start of the engine, it is also advantageous to control the op-
eration of the engine in accordance with a temperature of the HC adsorbent and a temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst in such a manner as to suppress the discharge of HC itself during operation of the engine prior to the rising of the curve indicating the HC-purifying performance and to thereby minimize the amount of HC discharged from an exhaust system of the engine to the atmosphere. For this purpose, the following measures are advantageous. That is, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC adsorbent is within a temperature range in which HC is adsorbed, the operation of the engine is controlled such that the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing therethrough comes into a range corresponding to an HC-adsorbing capacity of the HC adsorbent. In particular, if, after cold start of the engine, the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst has not reached the predetermined temperature at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the operation of the engine is performed in a low-load steady state in which the amount of discharged HC is small.*

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0018] The above and other objects, features, advantages, technical and industrial significance of the invention will be better understood by reading the following detailed description of preferred embodiments of the invention, when considered in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing how the HC-holding performance of an HC adsorbent and the HC-purifying performance of an HC oxidation catalyst such as a three-way catalyst change with the lapse of time after cold start of an engine (with respect to the rise in temperature);

Fig. 2 is an illustrative view of an example of the drive train of a hybrid vehicle to which the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is applied;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing a first embodiment in which the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is implemented in the hybrid vehicle shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing a second embodiment in which the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is implemented in the hybrid vehicle shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing a third embodiment in which the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is implemented in the hybrid vehicle shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing a fourth embodiment in which the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is implemented in the hybrid vehicle shown in Fig. 2; and

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing how changes in the HC-adsorbing performance of the HC adsorbent and the HC-purifying performance of the HC oxidation catalyst are correlated to changes in engine output, the flow rate of intake air, and the amount of discharged HC with the lapse of time after cold start of the engine.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

[0019] In the following description and the accompanying drawings, the invention will be described in more detail in terms of preferred embodiments.

[0020] Fig. 2 is an illustrative view of an example of the structure of a power source especially in the case where the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention is applied to a hybrid vehicle. Fig. 2 shows an internal combustion engine 1 (hereinafter referred to as engine, E). A generator (electric power generator, G) 3 and a motor (electric motor, M) 4 are connected to the engine 1 via a drivingly connecting device 2 equipped with a planetary gear mechanism in such a manner that a power is transmitted between the generator 3 and the motor 4. The generator 3, the motor 4, and the drivingly connecting device 2 constitute a drivingly connected unit. In the illustrative view of Fig. 2, a transmission 5 is also connected to the drivingly connected unit via a shaft portion of the motor 4. The engine 1, the generator 3, and the motor 4 are connected to driving wheels 7a, 7b via the transmission 5 and a pair of axles 6a, 6b, respectively, in such a manner as to allow power transmission. In the illustrative view of Fig. 2, a differential gear 8 is installed in part of the transmission 5, so that a rotational power transmitted to the axles 6a, 6b via the transmission 5 is differentially transmitted to the driving wheels 7a, 7b respectively.

[0021] Fig. 2 also shows an accumulator (A) 9 performing the function of accumulating electric power like a battery or a capacitor. The accumulator 9 is electrically connected to the generator 3 and the motor 4 via an inverter (I) 10. By being driven by at least one of the engine 1 and the inertia of the vehicle during deceleration thereof, the generator 3 generates electric power and charges the accumulator 9. The motor 4 suitably drives the vehicle using the accumulator 9 as a power source. Although the generator 3 and the motor 4 are provided as separate units according to the structure shown in Fig. 2, they may be replaced by an integral-type unit called a motor-generator, which operates either as a motor or as a generator on the basis of the switching operation of an electric circuit. Accordingly, the means referred to as the motor in the present specification in a broader sense than the motor 4 in the embodiment shown in Fig. 2 covers both a means for performing only the function of transmitting electric power like the motor 4 and a means for performing both the functions of transmitting and generating electric power like the motor-generator. Likewise, the means referred to as the generator in the present specification in a broader sense than the gen-
An HC adsorbing device (AB) 11 and a catalytic converter (CC) 12 are disposed in an exhaust system of the engine 1 in this order along the direction in which exhaust gas flows. The HC adsorbing device 11 includes an HC adsorbent that adsorbs and captures HC contained in exhaust gas. The catalytic converter 12 includes a three-way catalyst. As far as the invention is concerned, the catalytic converter 12 ought to function as an HC oxidation catalyst that oxidizes at least HC. Zeolite and the like are known as an HC adsorbent. Such an HC adsorbent performs the function of adsorbing and holding HC at a room temperature (atmospheric temperature), but loses the performance of adsorbing HC if heated up by engine exhaust gas as shown in Fig. 1. If the HC adsorbent adsorbs HC at a low temperature, it discharges the HC when heated up. The three-way catalyst contains noble metal components and performs the function of causing HC, CO, and NOx in engine exhaust gas to react with one another and converting them into N₂, CO₂, and H₂O. However, as shown in Fig. 1, the three-way catalyst performs that function only after it has been heated up by engine exhaust gas.

An electronic control unit (ECU) 13 in which a computer is installed controls the operations of the engine 1, the generator 3, the motor 4, and the transmission 5 as will be described below, and thus performs the operational control of the hybrid vehicle shown in Fig. 2 according to the invention. A signal indicating a depression amount Dp of an accelerator pedal and a signal indicating a vehicle speed Sv are input to the electronic control unit 13 as information for controlling the operation of the vehicle on the basis of the intention of a driver and the state of traveling. Furthermore, signals indicating an engine temperature Te, a rotational angle ϑe of an engine crank shaft, a temperature Tab of the HC adsorbing device 11, a temperature Tcc of the catalytic converter 12 are inputted to the electronic control unit 13 so as to suitably perform the operation control of the vehicle according to the invention.

It will now be described with reference to Figs. 3 to 7 how the operation of the hybrid vehicle constructed as shown in Fig. 2 is performed while suppressing the discharge of HC according to the first embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing how the operation of the hybrid vehicle is performed while suppressing the discharge of HC according to the first embodiment of the invention. If it is assumed herein that the engine 1 is at a low temperature and that the operation of the vehicle is started by turning a key switch (not shown) on, the required data as shown in Fig. 2 are read in step 10. Then in step 20, it is determined on the basis of the read data whether or not the temperature Tab of the HC adsorbent in the HC adsorbing device 11 has reached a predetermined temperature Tab₀ at which the HC adsorbing device 11 starts discharging the adsorbed HC. If the HC adsorbing device 11 has not been heated up to such a temperature by engine exhaust gas, the control returns to step 10 immediately. Then, the processes in step 10 and step 20 are repeated.

If the HC adsorbing device 11 is further heated up to such an extent that the HC adsorbent reaches the predetermined temperature Tab, the result in step 20 becomes positive. The control proceeds to step 30 where it is determined whether or not the temperature Tcc of the catalyst in the catalytic converter 12 has reached a predetermined temperature Tcc₀ at which HC is oxidized sufficiently. If the catalytic converter 12 has not been heated up sufficiently so that the result in step 30 is negative, the control proceeds to step 80 where a flag Fens for prohibiting the engine 1 from being stopped (stopped temporarily) on the basis of a determination made by the electronic control unit 13 is set as 1. Even if it is determined in an arbitrary operational control process (not shown) of the hybrid vehicle performed by the electronic control unit 13 that the engine 1 is to be stopped temporarily, the engine 1 is prohibited from being stopped and continues to be in operation as long as the flag Fens is set as 1.

If the warm-up state of the exhaust system after cold start of the engine 1 has proceeded more or less toward an intersection point of the curves indicating the HC-adsorbing performance and the HC-purifying performance shown in Fig. 1, the operational control as described above makes an attempt to ensure that the warm-up state of the exhaust system will pass through a region in the neighborhood of the intersection point of the curves as quickly as possible without loitering thereabout. This attempt suppresses the discharge of HC to the atmosphere, which is likely when the engine is started at a low temperature. It is appropriate that the flag Fens that has been set as 1 in step 80 be reset as 0 in step 90 as soon as the temperature Tcc of the catalyst reaches the temperature Tcc₀.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 and shows the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the second embodiment of the invention. It is assumed also herein that the engine 1 is at a low temperature and that the operation of the vehicle is started by turning the key switch (not shown) on. The control processings performed in step 10 and step 20 are identical with those shown in Fig. 3. In the second embodiment, if the result in step 20 is positive, the control proceeds to step 40 where it is determined whether or not the temperature Tab of the HC adsorbent has reached a predetermined temperature Tab₁, which is higher than Tab₀ and at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently. As long as the result in step 40 is negative, the control proceeds to step 80 where the flag Fens for prohibiting the engine 1 from being stopped
This embodiment is also designed such that, if the warm-up state of the exhaust system after the cold start of the engine 1 has proceeded more or less toward the intersection point of the curves indicating the HC-adsorbing performance and the HC-purifying performance shown in Fig. 1, the control as described above makes an attempt to ensure that the warm-up state of the exhaust system will pass through the region in the neighborhood of the intersection point of the curves as quickly as possible without loitering thereabout. This attempt suppresses the discharge of HC to the atmosphere, which is likely when the engine is started at a low temperature. It is appropriate also herein that the flag F1 has been set as 1 in step 80 be reset as 0 in step 90 if it is determined that the temperature Tab of the HC adsorbent has reached the predetermined temperature Tab1 at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently.

Fig. 5 is a flowchart similar to those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and shows the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the third embodiment of the invention. It is assumed also herein that the engine 1 is at a low temperature and that the operation of the vehicle is started by turning the key switch (not shown) on. The control processing performed in step 10 is identical with that shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Then, it is determined in step 100 whether or not a flag F2 has been set as 1. The flag F2 is set as 1 when the control reaches later-described step 170. As is customary in the control of this type, the flag F2 is reset as 0 every time the control is started, and remains unchanged until the control proceeds to step 170. Accordingly, the result in step 100 is negative unless the control has reached this step through step 170. Thus, the control proceeds to step 110.

It is determined in step 110 whether or not a flag F1 has been set as 1. The flag F1 is set as 1 when the control reaches later-described step 140. For the same reason as described above in regard to the flag F2, the flag F1 is maintained at 0 until the control reaches step 140. Thus, if the control reaches step 110 for the first time, the result is negative. Thus, the control proceeds to step 120 where it is determined whether or not the temperature Tcc of the catalyst of the catalytic converter 12 has reached a predetermined temperature Tcc1 at which HC is oxidized sufficiently. If the result in step 120 is negative, the control returns to step 10 immediately. If the result in step 120 is positive, the control proceeds to step 130 where it is determined whether or not the engine 1 has been stopped temporarily on the basis of a determination made by the electronic control unit 13 during the operational control of the vehicle. The control returns to step 10 immediately unless the engine 1 is stopped temporarily. If the engine 1 is stopped temporarily, the control proceeds to step 140 where the flag F1 is set as 1.

If the flag F1 is set as 1 as a result of temporary stoppage of the engine 1, the control proceeds from step 110 to step 150 afterwards. It is determined in step 150 whether or not the temperature Tcc of the catalyst in the catalytic converter 12 is maintained equal to or higher than a critical temperature Tcc1−ΔT, which is lower than the predetermined temperature Tcc1 by a predetermined temperature difference ΔT and above which it is inappropriate for the catalytic converter 12 to accomplish sufficient purification of HC. As long as the result in step 150 is positive, the control returns to step 10 immediately. If the result in step 150 is negative, the control proceeds to step 160 where the engine 1 that has been decoupled from the drive train of the vehicle and that has been stopped temporarily is started. The operation of the engine 1 started herein is preferably designed to suit the purpose of suppressing a further drop in temperature of the catalytic converter 12 while minimizing the amount of fuel consumption. For example, it is appropriate to adopt such an engine cycle that the temperature of exhaust gas rises on the basis of a retarded ignition timing. This makes it possible to prevent the catalytic converter 12 from being cooled excessively during temporary stoppage of the engine 1 to such an extent that the purification of HC is performed insufficiently and that the HC is discharged to the atmosphere. If the control reaches step 160, the engine 1 is started. Then in step 170, the flag F1 is reset as 0 and the flag F2 is set as 1. Also, the same flag as in the embodiment shown in Figs. 3 and 4, that is, the flag Fens for prohibiting the engine 1 from being stopped is set as 1.

After the control has passed through step 160 and step 170, the result in step 100 is positive. Therefore, the control then proceeds from step 100 to step 180 where it is determined whether or not the temperature Tcc of the catalyst has again become equal to or higher than the predetermined temperature Tcc1. If the result in step 180 is negative, the control remains unchanged. In other words, at least the operation of the engine 1 is performed without interruption. If it is confirmed in step 180 that the catalytic converter 12 has been warmed up by exhaust gas flowing from the engine 1 that is in operation and that the temperature Tcc has again become equal to or higher than the predetermined temperature Tcc1, the control proceeds to step 190 where the flag Fens for prohibiting the engine 1 from being stopped is reset as 0 and where the flag F2 is also reset as 0. Then, the control returns to its initial state.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart similar to that shown in Fig. 5 and shows the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the fourth embodiment of the invention. This embodiment further includes step 135, which is interposed between step 130 and step 140 in the flowchart of the third embodiment shown in Fig. 5. The fourth embodiment is designed as follows. If the results in step 120 and step 130 are positive, it is determined in step 135 whether or not the temperature Tab of the HC adsorbent has reached the predetermined temperature Tab1, which plays the same role as the
temperature Tab1 in step 40 of Fig. 4 and at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently. If the result in step 135 is negative, the control proceeds to step 140. If the result in step 135 is positive, the control immediately returns to the initial state prior to the passage through step 10. This takes into account the fact that it is unclear whether or not the HC adsorbent is estimated to have discharged HC sufficiently even if it is determined in step 120 that the temperature Tcc of the catalytic converter 12 has reached the predetermined temperature Tcc1 that is sufficient to oxidize HC. It is determined in step 135 whether or not the temperature Tab of the HC adsorbent has reached the temperature Tab1, whereby it is determined whether or not the HC adsorbent has discharged HC sufficiently. If the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst becomes equal to or lower than a predetermined temperature that is sufficient to oxidize HC after temporary stoppage of the engine 1, it is determined whether or not the engine 1 is started by determining whether or not the HC adsorbent has sufficiently discharged the HC that was adsorbed at the outset. If the HC adsorbent is estimated to have sufficiently discharged the HC that was adsorbed thereby at the outset, the engine 1 is not restarted after temporary stoppage thereof merely on the basis of a fall in temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst. As to the rest, the operation of the fourth embodiment shown in Fig. 6 is identical with the operation of the third embodiment shown in Fig. 5.

[0035] Fig. 7 is a graph showing the method of operating the HC-discharge suppressing device according to the invention from a different angle. As shown in Fig. 1, the HC adsorbent is heated by engine exhaust gas after cold start of the engine 1 and thus gradually loses its HC-adsorbing performance with the lapse of time. On the other hand, the HC oxidation catalyst gradually gains its HC-purifying performance with the lapse of time. However, as is apparent from the top stage of Fig. 7, the gain in the HC-purifying performance is temporally retarded with respect to the loss in the HC-adsorbing performance.

[0036] On the other hand, changes in engine output, the flow rate of intake air, and the amount of discharged HC occurring with the lapse of time after cold start of the engine 1 are generally indicated by broken lines in the second, third, and fourth stages of the graph shown in Fig. 7 respectively. That is, if a conventional engine as employed generally is started at a low temperature, the rotational speed of the engine temporarily rises to a high speed so that the phenomenon of so-called blow-up occurs. The phenomenon of blow-up occurs immediately after the start of the engine even in the case where the control of deliberately increasing the amount of fuel injection momentarily is not performed. This is because of the following reason. Namely, when the engine is driven by a starter, injected fuel does not burn from the outset. If a certain amount of fuel accumulates, it starts burning at a time. If the engine starts self-explosion, the driving force of the starter is added to an autonomously created rotational force.

[0037] The phenomenon of blow-up occurring immediately after the start of the engine as described above is desirable for the purpose of ensuring startability of the engine. However, the phenomenon of blow-up causes a large amount of HC to be discharged from cylinders of the engine while suppression of the discharge of HC to the atmosphere depends only on the absorption of HC by the HC adsorbent, and creates a possibility that the amount of HC captured by the HC adsorbent might be insufficient. Moreover, this is exactly when the HC-adsorbing performance of the HC adsorbent is about to deteriorate. If the phenomenon of blow-up during the start of the engine 1 is suppressed as indicated by solid lines in the second, third, and fourth stages of Fig. 7 in view of the aforementioned circumstances, the discharge of HC to the atmosphere is suppressed correspondingly. This is achieved by controlling the operation of the engine 1 such that the flow rate of exhaust gas comes into a range corresponding to an HC-adsorbing capacity of the HC adsorbent while the temperature of the HC adsorbent is in a temperature range allowing the absorption of HC while performing the operation of the engine 1 in a low-load steady state in which the amount of discharged HC is small.

[0038] To suppress the phenomenon of blow-up during the start of the engine 1, it is naturally appropriate that fuel injection during the start of the engine 1 be controlled variably with a view to achieving that purpose. Especially as in the case of the hybrid vehicle, if the driving force required of the vehicle is controlled to be distributed to the engine 1 and the motor 4 and if the driving for starting the engine 1 is carried out by the motor 4, the phenomenon of blow-up in the engine 1 can be suppressed by suitably controlling the output of the motor 4 during the initial driving of the engine 1 without performing any specific control of fuel injection during the start of the engine 1 for the purpose of suppressing the phenomenon of blow-up in the engine 1.

[0039] The invention provides an HC-discharge suppressing device and an operational method of suppressing the discharge of HC for a vehicle equipped with an engine 1 that has an exhaust system including an HC adsorbent 11 and an HC oxidation catalyst 12 and that is stopped temporarily upon fulfillment of a predetermined condition for operating the vehicle. According to the device and method of the invention, the engine 1 is controlled after cold start thereof in accordance with a temperature of the HC adsorbent 11 and a temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst 12, in such a manner as to minimize the amount of HC discharged from the exhaust system to the atmosphere. Thus, if such an HC-discharge suppressing device is installed in a vehicle whose engine is frequently started at a low temperature, it becomes possible to reduce the amount of HC discharged from an exhaust system of the vehicle to the atmosphere.

[0040] While the invention has been described with
reference to preferred embodiments thereof, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the preferred embodiments or constructions. To the contrary, the invention is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements. In addition, while the various elements of the preferred embodiments are shown in various combinations and configurations, which are exemplary, other combinations and configurations, including more, less or only a single element, are also within scope of the invention.

Claims

1. An operational method of suppressing the discharge of HC in a vehicle equipped with an internal combustion engine (1) that has an exhaust system including an HC adsorbent (11) and an HC oxidation catalyst (12) and that is stopped temporarily upon fulfillment of a predetermined condition for operating of the vehicle, the operational method being characterized in that the running and/or stop modus of the internal combustion engine (1) is selected after cold start thereof in accordance with a temperature (Tab), of the HC adsorbent (11) and a temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12), in such a manner as to minimize the amount of HC discharged from the exhaust system to the atmosphere.

2. The operational method according to claim 1, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature (Tab0) at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has not reached a predetermined temperature (Tcc0) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is not stopped.

3. The operational method according to claim 1, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) has temporarily risen to become equal to or higher than the predetermined temperature (Tab0) at which adsorbed HC is discharged, the internal combustion engine (1) is not stopped until the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) reaches a predetermined temperature (Tab1) at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently.

4. The operational method according to claim 1, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has reached a first predetermined temperature (Tcc1) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, and if, after stoppage of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature (Tcc1-ΔT) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is started.

5. The operational method according to claim 1, characterized in that even if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has reached a first predetermined temperature (Tcc1) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, and even if, after stoppage of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature (Tcc1-ΔT) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is not started as long as the HC adsorbent (11) is estimated to have sufficiently discharged the HC that was adsorbed at the outset.

6. The operational method according to claim 4 or 5, characterized in that the second predetermined temperature (Tcc1-ΔT) is lower than the first predetermined temperature (Tcc1).

7. The operational method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature of the HC adsorbent (11) is within a temperature range in which HC is adsorbed, the operation of the internal combustion engine (1) is controlled such that the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing therethrough comes into a range corresponding to an HC-adsorbing capacity of the HC adsorbent (11).

8. The operational method according to any one of claims 1 to 4 and 7, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has not reached the predetermined temperature (Tcc0) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the operation of the internal combustion engine (1) is performed in a low-load steady state in which the amount of discharged HC is small.

9. An HC-discharge suppressing device for a vehicle equipped with an internal combustion engine (1) that has an exhaust system including an HC adsorbent (11) and an HC oxidation catalyst (12) and
that is stopped temporarily upon fulfillment of a pre-determined condition for operating the vehicle, the HC-discharge suppressing device being characterized in that

the running and/or stop modus of the internal combustion engine (1) is selected after cold start thereof in accordance with a temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) and a temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12), in such a manner as to minimize the amount of HC discharged from the exhaust system to the atmosphere.

10. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) has become equal to or higher than a predetermined temperature (Tab0) at which adsorbed HC is discharged but the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has not reached a predetermined temperature (Tcc0) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is not stopped.

11. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) has temporarily risen to become equal to or higher than the predetermined temperature (Tab0) at which adsorbed HC is discharged, the internal combustion engine (1) is not stopped until the temperature (Tab) of the HC adsorbent (11) reaches a predetermined temperature (Tab1) at which the adsorbed HC is estimated to have been discharged sufficiently.

12. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has reached a first predetermined temperature (Tcc1) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, and if, after stoppage of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature (Tcc1-ΔT) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is started.

13. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that even if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has reached a first predetermined temperature (Tcc1) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, and even if, after stoppage of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has fallen to become equal to or lower than a second predetermined temperature (Tcc1-ΔT) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the internal combustion engine (1) is not started as long as the HC adsorbent (11) is estimated to have sufficiently discharged the HC that was adsorbed at the outset.

14. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature of the HC adsorbent (11) is within a temperature range in which HC is adsorbed, the operation of the internal combustion engine (1) is controlled such that the flow rate of exhaust gas flowing therethrough comes into a range corresponding to an HC-adsorbing capacity of the HC adsorbent (11).

15. The HC-discharge suppressing device according to claim 9, characterized in that if, after cold start of the internal combustion engine (1), the temperature (Tcc) of the HC oxidation catalyst (12) has not reached the predetermined temperature (Tcc0) at which HC is oxidized sufficiently, the operation of the internal combustion engine (1) is performed in a low-load steady state in which the amount of discharged HC is small.

Patentansprüche

der Lauf- und/oder Anhaltmodus des Verbrennungsmotors (1) nach dessen Kaltstart entsprechend eine Temperatur (Tab) der Kohlenwasserstoff-AdsorptionsEinrichtung (11) und einer Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) derart ausgewählt wird, dass die Menge an vom Abgassystem zur Atmosphäre ausgestoßenem Kohlenwasserstoff minimiert wird.

2. Betriebsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tab) der Kohlenwasserstoff-AdsorptionsEinrichtung (11) gleich oder grö-
ßer als eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tabō) wurde, bei der adsorbierter Kohlenwasserstoff ausgestoßen wird, aber die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc0) nicht erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht angehalten wird.

3. Betriebsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tab) der Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tabō) wird, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausgestoßen wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht angehalten wird, bis die Temperatur (Tab) der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tab1) erreicht, bei der geschätzt wird, dass der adsorbierte Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend ausgestoßen wurde.

4. Betriebsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine erste vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, und wenn nach dem Anhalten des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder größer als die vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tabō) wird, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, und wenn nach dem Anhalten des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder kleiner als eine zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1-ΔT) wird, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) gestartet wird.

5. Betriebsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine erste vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, und wenn nach dem Anhalten des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder kleiner als eine zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1-ΔT) wird, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht gestartet wird, solange geschätzt wird, dass die Wasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) den Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend ausgestoßen hat, der beim Aussetzten adsorbiert wurde.

6. Betriebsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1-ΔT) kleiner als die erste vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1) ist.

7. Betriebsverfahren gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur der Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) nicht die vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc0) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Betrieb des Verbrennungsmotors (1) so gesteuert wird, dass die Strömungsrate des dort hindurch strömende Abgase in einen Bereich entsprechend der Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskapazität der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) kommt.

8. Betriebsverfahren gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4 und 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) nicht die vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tcc1) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Betrieb des Verbrennungsmotors (1) in einem stabilen Niederlasszustand durchgeführt wird, in dem die Menge an ausgestoßenem Kohlenwasserstoff klein ist.

der Lauf- und/oder Anhaltmodus des Verbrennungsmotors (1) nach dessen Kaltstart entsprechend einer Temperatur (Tab) einer Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) und einer Temperatur (Tcc) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) derart ausgewählt wird, dass die Menge an vom Abgassystem zur Atmosphäre ausgestoßenen Kohlenwasserstoff minimiert wird.

10. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (Tab) der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) gleich oder größer als eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (Tab0) wurde.
wurde, bei der adsorbierter Kohlenwasserstoff ausgestoßen wird, aber die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc0}) nicht erreicht hat, der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht angehalten wird.

11. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{ab}) der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) zeitweilig anstieg ist, so dass sie gleich oder größer als die vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{ab1}) erreicht hat, bei der adsorbierter Kohlenwasserstoff ausgestoßen wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht angehalten wird, bei die Temperatur (T_{ab}) der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) eine vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{ab11}) erreicht, bei der geschätzt wird, dass der adsorbierter Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend ausgestoßen wurde.

12. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) eine erste vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc1}) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, und wenn nach dem Anhalten des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder kleiner als eine zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc2}) erreicht, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) gestartet wird.

13. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder kleiner als eine zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc2}) erreicht, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, und wenn nach dem Anhalten des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) abgefallen ist, so dass sie gleich oder kleiner als eine zweite vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc2}) erreicht, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Verbrennungsmotor (1) nicht gestartet wird, solange geschätzt wird, dass die Wasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) den Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend ausgestoßen hat, der beim Aussetzen adsorbit wurde.

14. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) innerhalb einem Temperaturbereich ist, in dem Kohlenwasserstoff adsorbiert wird, der Betrieb des Verbrennungsmotors (1) so gesteuert wird, dass die Strömungsrate des dort hindurch strömende Abgases in einen Bereich entsprechend zur Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionskapazität der Kohlenwasserstoff-Adsorptionseinrichtung (11) kommt.

15. Kohlenwasserstoff-Ausstoßunterdrückungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

wenn nach dem Kaltstart des Verbrennungsmotors (1) die Temperatur (T_{cc}) des Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxidationskatalysators (12) nicht die vorherbestimmte Temperatur (T_{cc0}) erreicht hat, bei der Kohlenwasserstoff ausreichend oxidiert wird, der Betrieb des Verbrennungsmotors (1) in einem stabilen Niederlasszustand durchgeführt wird, in dem die Menge an ausgestoßenem Kohlenwasserstoff klein ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé opérationnel de suppression des émissions d’HC dans un véhicule équipé d’un moteur à combustion interne (1) qui comporte un système d’échappement comprenant un absorbant d’HC (11) et un catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) et qui est temporairement arrêté lorsque est remplie une condition prédéterminée de fonctionnement du véhicule, le procédé opérationnel étant caractérisé en ce que

le mode de marche et/ou d’arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1) est sélectionné après un démarrage à froid de celui-ci en fonction d’une température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) et d’une température (Tpc) d’un catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12), de manière à minimiser la quantité d’HC émis par le système d’échappement dans l’atmosphère.

2. Procédé opérationnel selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que

si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) est devenue égale ou supérieure à une température prédéterminée (Tab0) à laquelle des HC absorbés sont déchargés mais que la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) n’a pas atteint une température prédéterminée
3. Procédé opérationnel selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que
   si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) a augmenté de manière temporaire jusqu’à devenir égale ou supérieure à une température prédéterminée (Tab0) à laquelle des HC absorbés sont déchargés, le moteur à combustion interne (11) n’est pas arrêté tant que la température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) n’a pas atteint une température prédéterminée (Tab1) à laquelle il est estimé que les HC absorbés ont été suffisamment déchargés.

4. Procédé opérationnel selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que
   si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a atteint une première température prédéterminée (Tpc1) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, et si, après un arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a chuté jusqu’à devenir égale ou inférieure à une deuxième température prédéterminée (Tpc1-∆T) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le moteur à combustion interne (1) est démarré.

5. Procédé opérationnel selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que
   même si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a atteint une première température prédéterminée (Tpc1) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, et même si, après un arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a chuté jusqu’à devenir égale ou inférieure à une deuxième température prédéterminée (Tpc1-∆T) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le moteur à combustion interne (1) n’est pas démarré tant qu’il est estimé que l’absorbant d’HC (11) a suffisamment déchargé les HC qui avaient été absorbés au départ.

6. Procédé opérationnel selon la revendication 4 ou 5, caractérisé en ce que
   la deuxième température prédéterminée (Tpc1-∆T) est inférieure à la première température prédéterminée (Tpc1).

7. Procédé opérationnel selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que
   si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température de l’absorbant d’HC (11) est comprise dans une plage de température dans laquelle des HC sont absorbés, le fonctionnement du moteur à combustion interne (1) est contrôlé de telle sorte que le débit de gaz d’échappement y circulant est compris dans une plage correspondant à une capacité d’absorption d’HC de l’absorbant d’HC (11).

8. Procédé opérationnel selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 7, caractérisé en ce que
   si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) n’a pas atteint la température prédéterminée (Tpc0) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le fonctionnement du moteur à combustion interne (1) est exécuté à un régime permanent à faible charge auquel la quantité d’HC émis est réduite.

9. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC pour un véhicule équipé d’un moteur à combustion interne (1) qui comporte un système d’échappement comprenant un absorbant d’HC (11) et un catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) et qui est temporairement arrêté lorsque est remplie une condition prédéterminée de fonctionnement du véhicule, le procédé opérationnel étant caractérisé en ce que
   le mode de marche et/ou d’arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1) est sélectionné après un démarrage à froid de celui-ci en fonction d’une température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) et d’une température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12), de manière à minimiser la quantité d’HC émis par le système d’échappement dans l’atmosphère.

10. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que
    si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) est devenue égale ou supérieure à une température prédéterminée (Tab0) à laquelle des HC absorbés sont déchargés mais que la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) n’a pas atteint une température prédéterminée (Tpc0) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le moteur à combustion interne (11) n’est pas arrêté.

11. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que
    si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) a augmenté de manière temporaire jusqu’à devenir égale ou supérieure à une température prédéterminée (Tab0) à laquelle des HC absorbés sont déchargés, le moteur à combustion interne (11) n’est pas arrêté tant que la température...
(Tab) de l’absorbant d’HC (11) n’a pas atteint une température prédéterminée (Tab1) à laquelle il est estimé que les HC absorbés ont été suffisamment déchargés.

12. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a atteint une première température prédéterminée (Tpc1) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, et si, après un arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a chuté jusqu’à devenir égale ou inférieure à une deuxième température prédéterminée (Tpc1-ΔT) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le moteur à combustion interne (1) est démarré.

13. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que même si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a atteint une première température prédéterminée (Tpc1) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés; et même si, après un arrêt du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) a chuté jusqu’à devenir égale ou inférieure à une deuxième température prédéterminée (Tpc1-ΔT) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le moteur à combustion interne (1) n’est pas démarré tant qu’il est estimé que l’absorbant d’HC (11) a suffisamment déchargé les HC qui avaient été absorbés au départ.

14. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température de l’absorbant d’HC (11) est comprise dans une plage de température dans laquelle des HC sont absorbés, le fonctionnement du moteur à combustion interne (1) est contrôlé de telle sorte que le débit de gaz d’échappement y circulant est compris dans une plage correspondant à une capacité d’absorption d’HC de l’absorbant d’HC (11).

15. Dispositif de suppression d’émissions d’HC selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que si, après un démarrage à froid du moteur à combustion interne (1), la température (Tpc) du catalyseur d’oxydation d’HC (12) n’a pas atteint la température prédéterminée (Tpc0) à laquelle des HC sont suffisamment oxydés, le fonctionnement du moteur à combustion interne (1) est exécuté à un régime permanent à faible charge auquel la quantité d’HC émis est réduite.